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I have to be honest that I’ve strug-
gled to engage with the concept of
Facebook (FB). However a short while
ago, my friend Karen suggested I use
it for my business in training health-
care professionals as a really effective
way of reaching out to large numbers
of people. So I set up a page and now
I understand a whole lot more! 

I’ve recently held a conference with
the Royal College of Nursing; we had
over 150 delegates, amazing speakers
and the day was a great success. I
also did some fundraising for a health-
care outreach programme in Kenya,
that Karen (who was also one of the
speakers) is involved with. As well as
holding a raffle, I sold some of my
cards; they had been in production 
for months! In total the funds raised
came to £900 and our flat is a bit
neater with less cards everywhere. 
I put news of this on my FB page 
before the event, including an image
of the cards to let everyone know! If
you’d like to read more, go to www.
facebook.com/TravelHealthTraining.

So now I’m spending more time on
FB and have realised that clicking on
‘like’ enables one to find out so much
more information, by looking at other
peoples ‘likes’! For example, many
musicals that I love so much, have
their own FB pages. Last Sunday
there was a screening of the live show
of ‘Billy Elliot’ in eight countries which
included 554 cinemas in the UK and
Ireland, and I was in one of them! A
huge fan of the show (having seen it
very many times!) I went alone to the
matinee at the O2, then met with my
husband for supper there, and then
we went to see the evening perform-
ance together as well! In between the

two showings, I was able to observe
other peoples’ reactions by looking 
at www.facebook.com/BillyElliotthe
Musical 

Another ‘like’ is the Craft Creations
FB page. What a beautifully visual way
of keeping up to date with everything
they do, including card ideas for new
designs, notices about new products,
this magazine, fantastic freebies and
giveaways, the list goes on and on! 

The most recent posting (1st Oct)
was of a new Craft Club which has
just started (monthly on a weekday
morning), for people to socialise with
like-minded crafters. During the event
Paul Kearley even gave them a tour 
of the ‘factory floor’ which I know will
have included the range of products
on the shelves and all the printing,
card making and peel-off machinery. 
I was first privy to this many years ago
when the premises were in Tottenham
but it’s grown so much, the last time 
I had a look around I couldn’t believe
my eyes! 

The club is free to join and you just
need to call 01992 781900 to reserve
a place. Look at the lovely photos on
www.facebook.com/craftcreationsltd
to see how busy they all were. Sadly
the location is not feasible for all, but
you can feel a sense of the community
spirit by engaging in the FB page! At
the time of writing this page has 7,787
‘likes’ so take a look if you’re unfamil-
iar with it and be sure to click the ‘like’
button. Also go into the ‘photos’ and
then into ‘albums’ and you’ll find
lovely selections of cards made by 
different people at Craft Creations -
what fun to have this as part of your
daily work! 

Enjoy this Christmas edition and all
those lovely new products in the lead
up to the festive season.



Christmas Buttons
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

12” x 12” Creative Paper: SR043P Pink/Yellow.

Ribbon & Bows: MTR22-30 Bel Satin Lilac and
MTR23-32 Crispy Purple, BOW31-01 White.

Mirri Card: MIR02CA5 Silver.

Buttons: BUT012 Earthy Colours.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL632U-03 Mixed Borders 
and XL597U-03 Relatives Christmas.

Gems: GEM57 2mm Clear, GEM123 Lilac/Pink
3mm and GEM133 4mm Lilac/Pink.

Fine Black Pen: GEL69.

Card Mount: SCF06U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATIONS:

Left: This design uses a triangle card (TF10U-
52) and green ribbon (MTR22-60). The top 
of the bauble is cut from silver glitter board
(GB02A5) and the buttons are placed more
randomly within the bauble shape. The
gems this time are a mix of the ones used
before and also GEM122 and GEM132.
The card is finished with a pink bow
(BOW31-03) and a greeting from
XL789U-03. 

Far left: A pretty row of buttons and
strings make the baubles in this 
design without the large infilled
shape. This alternative makes use
of the left over pieces from both
the other designs. The card is
the same size as the main card.

onto the card in a pointed bauble shape, with enough
space for the gems between them as shown. The
middle row of buttons makes a roughly straight line
down the card. Stick them in place when you are
happy with the positions, infill with gems and add the
dots using a fine black pen.

Add three darker buttons around the top of the
bauble. Add the sticker borders to make strings, and
draw the bows in black pen. Add a clear gem to the
centre of each bow and the greeting to the bottom
right corner. Wrap a length of ribbon around the
front panel tying in a bow at the front of the card.

The beautiful colours in the earthy tones button
pack are combined with lilac or green ribbon to make
these subtly coloured baubles.

Cover the left hand edge of the card with a 20mm
wide piece of pink painted paper. Add a length of
crispy ribbon with a 10mm overlap. Trim the top and
bottom edges of both to match the scallops. 

Cut a 28mm length of ribbon and stick at the top 
of the card just covering the third scallop from the
right as shown. Trim the top to the scallop, then stick
a peel-off border down the centre.  

Make a top for the bauble from a 25mm square 
of silver mirri card, trimmed to angle the sides and
stick in place over the ribbon adding a white bow
to the top. 

Place a selection of buttons (your pack may
not have the exact same selection as mine)



Die-Cut Toppers
By The Craft Creations Team
INTRODUCTION:

These foil-edged toppers make the perfect alternative to
3D découpage (no layering needed) and they come in
the same gorgeous Christmas designs, all with gold or
silver edges. Four of the sheets, containing six square 
designs, are also available as great value card kits.

96mm Square Toppers:
These square die-cut toppers make perfect themed sets of
six cards. Most of the cards shown on this page are from the
kits, but you can buy them as individual sheets and make up
your own backgrounds just as easily if you prefer. 

The cards used are SF06 size in all sorts 
of different colours and finishes. The back-
ground papers are all from our beautiful new
Christmas range, especially created to match
perfectly with these designs.

Note: The ‘wrapping the presents’ square toppers (CDT561G)
shown on this page are not available in a kit.
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Topper Card Kits- Makes 6 Cards Per Kit

Above CDT557G: This one is a lot of fun, using a
stepper card (ST01V-70) with the tall thin topper.
Accessorized with gingham paper (SR138P), crispy
ribbon (MTR23-40) and the foiled border that comes

on the sheet.

Left CDT549G: The card
blank (SF08C-139) is 
half covered with blue
striped paper (SR182P). 
The foiled border from 
the sheet is placed 
across the join before
adding the topper.

Right CDT559G: An
SL03U-51 card used 
with the fold at the top 
so it’s long and narrow 
to match the topper.
Backed with glitter board
(GB08A5), pale dotty
paper (SR262P) and blue
crispy ribbon.

Topper Sheets - Mixed Shapes: The new Christmas
designs also come in sheets of mixed size and shape
toppers all with luxurious foil borders, giving you
plenty of scope for a variety of exciting cards. The

cards on this page
show some of our
ideas for using this
range of versatile
toppers.

Above CDT558G: The large square stable scene on a
cream card (SCF06U-46), backed with stardream
card (STD08CA5) and lace (LACE03-02). 

Below CDT557G: This is one of the small square
toppers on a little card
(SF07V-70). Backed with
frosty (SR319P) and red
weave (SR298P) papers.

PKCDT550G PKCDT552G PKCDT554G PKCDT556G
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INTRODUCTION:

Fabulous Christmas (foiled): DCG007
Card 1: ST03U-52 popset white, covered with
fabulous paper (SR322P). The découpage and
bottle top banners (CDX024P) are matted onto
black glitter board (GB03A5), and the bows are
tied from gold ribbon (MTR12-01).
Card 2: AP48U-180 linen red. The front of the
card is covered with fabulous paper, with borders
around the edge (XL500U-01 & XL703U-01). 

Angel & Dove (foiled): DCG005
Card 1: SF01U-43 linen white, covered with
frosty blue paper (SR318P) and matted onto 
silver mirri (MIR02PA5) and white glitter board
(GB04A5). Silver snowflakes (XL442U-02) and
gems (GEM69 & 74) are scattered down one 
side of the panel. The wording is XL751U-02.
Card 2: SF06U-29 dark blue, covered with
snowflake paper (SR317P), with glitter wording
(ZL534U-82) and pretty ribbon (MTR46-00). 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2a: Cut between the branches on the left
edge and shape to add definition. Use sticky 
fixers at the left edge only and glue at the
straight edge.
Layer 3: Curve the back of the head down.
Layer 4: Curve the top of the dress down at the
front and glue at the back shoulder. Cut between
the hair and the face, curve the face down at the

cut, then curve the front and the
back of the holly wreath down,
use a sticky fixer under the bottom
of the hair and the centre of the
wreath.
Layer 5: Curve the top of the
sleeve down. Curve the holly wreath
down at both ends and sticky fix by
the centre only.

Card 3: SF10U-43 linen white covered
with fabulous paper. Both panels are
matted onto gold glitter board (GB01A5).
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Glue the bottom right corner of
the tree.
Layer 3: Use sticky fixers on the left side
of the dress, curve the neck down and
allow the right side of the dress to drop 
to the previous layer. Cut between the
earring, hair and face on both sides and
curve the hair down a little, use a sticky
fixer under the chin.
Layer 4: Cut along the painted fold along
the right of the leg, use a sticky fixer at
the waist, but not any higher, and on the
leg, allowing the right part of the skirt 
to drop to the previous layer. Glue the
bodice by the flower to lift the right side 
of the dress nicely. Shape the hair, sticky
fix by the centre and glue at the parting.

Quick and easy die-cut 3D découpage sheets, 
simply press out and layer. Use the layer 
hints with each design to help make your 
cards look really special.

Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team
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Basket of Poinsettias: DCD601
Card 1: SF13U-24 dark green, covered with poinsettia card for added
stiffness (CRC321P). Matted onto red glitter board (GB05A5), with green
(CRE03CA5) & gold (CNT101CA5) card added to the left before mounting.
Card 2: SF01U-45 hammer white, covered with poinsettia paper, with red
glitter board accents and gold gems on the flowers (GEM58). 
Card 3: SL01U-18 deep red. Part covered with stripe paper (SR105P),
with red ribbon (MTR38-20) over the join. Layer 1 has glitter stitched
borders (ZL827U-41) placed around the edge. The flowers have gold
glitter added to the centres (STK004).
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the holly leaves on the right and shape them to 
increase the separation. Layer 3: Cut between the three holly leaves 

at the top and shape 
them. Cut between 
the flowers and the bot-
tom centre holly leaf 
on both sides curving 
the flowers down and 
use a stack of 2 pads
under the leaf to raise 
it higher.
Layer 5: Cut between 
the petals and shape
them on the two side
flowers, do the same 
with the top flower.

Angel & Lamb (foiled): DCG006
Card 1: SL01U-30 smooth white, covered with snowflake paper
(SR317P). The snowflake border (XL802U-02) is stuck onto a strip of blue
ribbon (MTR10-47). The wording (ZL832U-42) is stuck onto the same
paper and raised in the middle using sticky fixers.
Card 2: SCF06U-45 hammer white, part covered with snowflake paper
edged with sticker lines (XL500U-02) and a snowflake string (XL701U-02). 
Card 3: SF06M-82 stardream silver, part covered with snowflake paper.
Layer 1 is matted onto silver mirri
paper (MIR02PA5).
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2a: Use sticky fixers along the
top and glue the bottom.
Layer 2: Sticky fix along the top and
glue the tip of the snow on the left 
and along the bottom edge.
Layer 3: Cut and shape between 
the branches of the tree, sticky fix 
by the left edge and glue the top and
right side. Cut between the lamb’s leg
and snow, curving the snow down,
sticky fix the whole piece in place and
glue the bottom.

Layer 4: Cut between the knees and curve the back
knee down, cut under the chin and curve the neck
down, Sticky fix in place and glue the flat hand.
Layer 5: Glue the top of the head and the dress under
the chin. Glue the flat hand.
Layer 6: Cut between the sleeve of the dress and arm,
curve the sleeve down, glue at the shoulder. Glue the
front and back of the holly wreath. Sticky fix the snow,
just overlapping the bottom of the angel.
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Wrapping The Presents: DCD605
Card 1: SCF06U-46 hammer cream card.
The vine paper (SR278P) is matted onto
linen card (CEM10A5) then offset on the
front of the card. A wide strip of sublime
glitter (SU72A5) is added, with red ribbon
(MTR38-20) and ivory lace (LACE08-02)
going across the centre. 
Card 2: CRC322P with two folds added
at the left to make the card. Layer 1 of
the découpage is matted onto red glitter
board (GB05A5) & gold card (CNT101CA5).
The holly at the top left of the card is cut
through around the leaves, these are then
lifted so they overlay the découpage. Red
gems (GEM91) are added to the berries. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2a: Use sticky fixers along the top
of the couch and the foot of the table, al-

Christmas Robin: DCD600
Card 1: SF01U-30 smooth white, cov-
ered with mulberry paper (MG06A4) and
a panel of frosty aqua paper (SR319P). 
Card 2: SF03U-30 smooth white, covered
with vine paper (SR279P). The pyramid
design is matted onto green paper
(SR166P) and glitter board (GB04A5) 
before mounting.
Card 3: SF01U-52 popset white, covered
with blue paper (SR289P) with panels of

green (SR166P & SR108P). Large glitter
snowflakes (ZL831U-82) overlap the cor-
ners and are trimmed to the card edges.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the leaf touching
the back of the robin and the next leaf,
curving the top leaf down at the cut. Cut

between the last two leaves on the right
and curve the top one down at the cut.
Layer 3: Cut between the snowy post and
leaf on the left and curve the leaf down.
Layer 4: Curve the leaf down at the stalk
end. Curve the robin down at the front.
Layer 5: Glue the top of the wing by the
head.

lowing the bottom of the piece to fall to
the base layer.
Layer 2: Cut between the grey and pur-
ple cushions, lifting the corner of the 
grey and curving the purple down. Don’t
use sticky fixers on the bottom corner of
the dress allowing it to fall to the previous
layer.
Layer 3: Cut between the two presents;
shape the red one down at the join.
Layer 4: Cut the dress above the leg and
shape the top bit down at the cut. Glue
the dress at the waist. Cut below the
fringe and curve the face down.
Layer 5: Cut between the hand and the
dress. Glue the dress at the waist and 
the sides of the arms. Lightly fold the
lampshade on the painted lines, sticky 
fix at the bottom and glue the top. 

Santa’s On The Way: DCD602
Card 1: SF04C-159 colorset red card,
covered with starry card (CRC164P). The
small découpage is matted onto red glit-
ter board and mounted at an angle with a
bow tied at the top (MTR38-20). Strips of
ribbon and glitter board are stuck across
the card below the design.
Card 2 (next page): CRC319P frosty
aqua card is cut to 178 x 252mm, then
scored and folded to make the card
blank. Punch two eyelets into the left
hand side of the front panel and tie white
ribbon through (MTR10-00). Layer 1 is
matted onto stardream paper (STD28PA5)
and white glitter board (GB04A5). A piece
of glitter snowflake sticker left over from
the robin card is used at the corner and
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Camel Scene:
DCD604
Card 1: SF04M-84 crystal
white card. Layer 1 is mat-
ted onto silver glitter board
(GB02A5) before mounting.
Blue ribbon (MTR38-44) is
placed across the card with
a star from the sheet sticky
fixed on top.
Card 2: SL01U-29 dark
blue card.The strip across
the card is made from gold
paper (CNT101PA5) and
sublime glitter paper
(SU72A5). The sticker
wording (XL593U-03) in
black is added to the
paper strip. The gold
wording (XL635U-01) and
a few stars are added 
directly onto the card.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2a: Cut between the rooftops and the mountain,
curve the mountain down and sticky fix by the top 
edge only, allowing the lower edge to drop down to 
the base layer.
Layer 2: Cut between the mountains, curving the side of
the back one down a little.

Stable Scene: DCD603
Card 1: SL01U-30 smooth white, the front panel is cov-
ered with blue glitter board (GB09A4) then tied around
with gold ribbon (MTR12-01), tiny stars (XL593U-02) are
scattered onto the blue. Layer 1 is matted onto white glit-
ter board, and wording (XL653U-02) is added below.
Card 2: SF13U-29 dark blue covered with cream wording
paper (SR184P). Layer 1 of the découpage is matted
onto gold glitter board and mulberry paper (M12A5).

silver wording (XL753U-02) is added to the top layer of
snow on the découpage.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the snow and the tyre for a few mil-
limetres at the front and back wheel and curve the snow
down a little. Use sticky fixers along the top edge and 
glue the bottom edge.
Layer 3: Cut between the moustache and beard on both
sides curving the shoulders down. Curve the tip of the
back mudguard down and glue the bottom of the tyre in
the centre of the picture.
Layer 4: Cut around the car mascot and curve the bonnet
down all along to the windscreen. Curve the top of 
the back mudguard down and glue the body under the
wing mirror.
Layer 5: Cut above the head lamp and curve the radiator
grill down.

Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the
deer and the post, curve
the deer down. Sticky fix
the top edge and glue the
bottom edge.
Layer 3: On the donkey,
cut between the head and
front of the ear, lifting the
ear, sticky fix the head but
glue at the post. Cut be-
tween the back of the
lamb and basket and
curve the basket down.
Cut around the front ear of
both standing lambs and
lift the ears. Sticky fix
along the top edge and
glue the bottom.
Layer 4: Fold the crib on the front corner and use a sticky fixer under
this corner only, gluing at the pillow. Cut between the back of the lamb
and curve the straw down at the cut, then cut around the front ear and
lift the ear. Sticky fix the front part into place.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the baby at the feet and glue at the pillow. Sticky fix
the straw roof at the bottom edge and glue the top.

Layer 3: Sticky fix the left palm trees, (black fixers are best
for this) using a stack of 2 under the tree tops. Sticky fix
the right palm trees before sticky fixing the main part in
place, covering the bottom of the trees.

Layer 4: Curve the rump of the lead camel down. Cut between the rug
and camel’s leg on the middle camel, curving the rug down. Curve the
reins down at the front and glue to the neck.
Layer 5: Curve the rump down.
Layer 6: Cut both sides of the centre of the blanket curving the front 
and back down. Curve the front of the reins and glue at the neck.



Pretty Poinsettias
By Gwen Doyle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR181P Snowflakes.

Card: HEM01CA5 Hemp White.

Glitter Board: GB11A5 Blue.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL697U-08 Snowflakes, 
XL709U-02 Wording, ZL629U-82 & ZL628U-82
Poinsettias, ZL807U-42 Scrolls & ZL713U-82 Dots.

3mm Gems: GEM65 Iridescent.

Card Mount: SF06V-66 Hemp White. 

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Add three graduating dots into each corner, with
the largest nearest the corner each time as shown.

Below Right (SF03V-67): This cream version is made
in a similar way, but with a large gold scroll added to
the vine background before placing the strip across
it, and with one less poinsettia piece. The gold poin-

settia (ZL629U-51) is topped with
a large gold snowflake.

Left (SF09V-67): This is a slightly
simpler design with a snowflake
sticker in place of the poinsettia,
and red/green vine paper is used
to add a touch more colour.

Cut a 105mm square and a strip 20mm x 105mm
wide from hemp card. Cut a 100mm square and a
strip 15mm x 105mm wide from snowflake paper.

Stick the snowflake square onto the hemp square,
then add the white strip across it, placing it 30mm
from the bottom edge. Add the snowflake strip to the
centre of the white strip. Stick the whole thing cen-
trally onto the card as shown with the fold at the top,
or with the fold to the side if you prefer.

Stick two of the largest clear glitter poin-
settias (ZL629U-82) onto the acetate. Cut
them out to the sticker edge. 

Stick one of the smaller clear glitter
poinsettias (ZL628U-82) onto
blue glitter board and cut
out to the sticker edge. 

Use a glue dot or 
a little double-sided
tape to stick these in a
stack. Begin by offset-
ing one clear piece onto
the other, but only part way to leave
a space to fit the smaller blue layer in as
shown. Add the blue on top filling the gap. 

Stick a white snowflake to the centre of
the layered poinsettia, topping it off with 
a small iridescent gem. 

Stick the completed poinsettia onto the
strip across the card, positioning it to the
right and adding the words to the left. 

Add the silver scroll stickers above and
below the poinsettia stack, hiding the ends
underneath it. 



Christmas Mail
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Die-Cut Découpage DCD547 & DCD548
Christmas Bears.

Christmas Bears: CDT510G Toppers and
CIM520A Creative Images.

Tracing Paper: TR004A4 x 4 and a Few
Sheets of Plain White Printer Paper.

Card: CRE05CA4 Black x 2 & REG02CA4 White.

Red/White Cord or Ribbon.

Red Felt Brad: BRD181.

Hole Reinforcement Rings.

Sewing Machine and Red Cotton.

Scissors: SCI17 Pinking and SCI22 Deckle.

Card Mount: GF31U-43 Linen White and 
SF07U-43 Linen White.

Card Box: BOX44-LID & BOX44-BASE.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

around it (about 3mm out)
using red thread in the ma-
chine. You may have to
bend the long panels of
the card to get it through
the machine as you sew.

Attach the ‘With Love’
wording underneath, and
sticky fix a circle topper
over the top left corner as
shown.

For the front of the card (main photo above), trim
layer one of the teddy/presents découpage paper to
100mm square then matt onto black card. Make a
small hole in the tag and a matching one in the cor-
ner of the découpage panel, push the brad through to
hold them together and mount onto the front of the
large panel, leaving space underneath for the banner.
Add the circle and Christmas wording as shown.

Stick the small flap closed. Print off Santa’s ad-
dress, matt onto black card and add to the card.
Sticky fix a hand made stamp (see below) into the
top corner to finish.

Make Some Stamps: Use the small and medium
creative images as follows to make some stamps.
One is used on the card (above), and some more
throughout the project. Stick each image onto a
larger piece of white card and lay a piece of tracing

paper over it. 

It might be an idea to complete all the computer
work in one sitting, either before you begin the proj-
ect or, even better at the end so you can work out 
the exact words, sizing and font choices with every-
thing in front of you, but for clarity, the instructions
will say do it as you go. 

All wording should be mounted onto black card,
leaving a border between 2mm to 5mm wide, as
you like.

Also, it’s beneficial to practice sewing onto card
and tracing paper before you start, so you can get
the tension correct on your machine. It’s best to use
a different needle in your sewing machine for paper;
so remember to change from your fabric needle be-
fore you sew, and back again after.

Start with the gatefold card, working on the inside
of the large front panel (small photo above right). Matt
the teddy bear topper shown onto black card and at-
tach it centrally onto the back of the flap. Sew a line

A box full of handmade items to cover all
your Christmas mailing needs, that can be
used, or kept instead as a novel keepsake. 

Includes greeting cards, a Christmas letter
for your little one to write, a gift bag, a post-
card, Christmas embellishments and stamps...
all in handmade tracing paper envelopes.
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Postcard To Santa: 
Sew an envelope 105mm x 140mm leaving one of 
the short ends open. Add Santa’s address panel, and
one of the stamps made ear-
lier. Trim a piece of white card
to 90mm x 130mm to make the
postcard, I’ve used scissors
with a patterned blade to give it
a deckled edge. Print Santa’s
address directly onto the card.
Use the same scissors to cut up
a small panel from the topper
sheet and a piece of black card.
Matt them together to make a

stamp and stick in place.
Slip the postcard into the
envelope ready to use later.

Dear Santa: Type out a ‘let-
ter to Santa’ with spaces 
for a younger child to fill in
with their Christmas wishes.
145mm x 190mm is a nice
‘kiddie’ size sheet and fits
neatly into either envelope
(shown next) when folded
into quarters. 

An older child can write the whole list themselves. 
Either way, make a photocopy of the letter so you
have a keepsake after the original is posted off. 

I made two envelope options for the letter, the first
option is to make an envelope with a flap (below left),
note, the ‘Christmas Stamps’ envelope (left) is made
this way too. Make the envelope 90mm wide, the
front piece is 105mm deep, and the back piece is
155mm deep. Align them at the bottom edges then
sew around all four edges with the back piece un-
folded. This gives you a red line all the way around
and makes a pocket at the same time. Now make a
line of stitches across the envelope at about 3mm
above the top of the shorter piece, so when you fold
it the line shows on the front. Add the ‘Dear Santa’
banner so you know what’s inside and stick a stamp

half off the end of the flap.
The weight of the stamp
will keep the envelope
closed nicely.

Machine sew around it in red thread using small
stitches and keeping close to the outer border on 
the image sticker. Hold the tracing paper securely in
place while you are sewing. Take the loose ends of
cotton to the back then tie
off neatly. 

Use pinking shears to cut
out the sewn images leav-
ing a 5mm border of card
(and tracing paper) to cre-
ate the ‘stamp’ look.

Making Envelopes/Bags:
Put two sheets of tracing
paper together and sew to
the size required. Tidy up
the loose ends on the back of the envelope. Depend-
ing on which you found easier in your practice ses-
sion, either cut the tracing paper to size first and run
through your machine or sew first then cut around
the stitches with a paper trimmer. Either way keep 
the cut line about 3mm outside the stitched line and

check the individual instruc-
tions below for sizes.

The second option 
is to sew a 100mm x
110mm, envelope 
leaving one edge open.
Punch two holes in the open end and add reinforce-
ment rings on both sides of the envelope. Add the
letter then tie a piece of red/white cord through.
Make a ‘Dear Santa’ banner and add it to the front.

Xmas Wishes: Sew an envelope 80mm x 90mm,
leaving one end open. Punch a 
hole centrally along the top
edge, add a reinforcement
ring and tie cord or ribbon
through the hole. Add the
‘Xmas Wishes’ banner. 

Stick some gift tags from
the topper sheet onto silver
or black card and place in
the bag ready to use.

Christmas Gift Bag: This
envelope is the same as
the ‘Dear Santa’ one. Use
for giving cash or gift
vouchers, simply adjust 
the size as needed.
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Christmas Embellishments: Make another envelope
in the same way as the last one, and about the same
size, then add a ‘Christmas Embellishments’ banner.
Fill the bag with lots of wording strips, simply printed
off the computer onto thin white card. Use a mix of
fonts and sizes if possible. 

These little messages have lots of different uses;
they can be scattered on the table at Christmas,
wrapped into presents as surprise messages, added
to more cards as you make them or used on other
projects. You can also try 
cutting them a bit larger and
punch a hole at one end to 
make simple gifts tags.

Christmas Card: A good number of cards can be
made from the creative sheets and découpage, this is
just one more idea. Make an envelope with a flap, the

back piece 125mm
wide x 175mm long,
and the front piece
125mm square.
Stitch around the
edge adding a line
above the front
panel as before.
Add a ‘Merry
Christmas’ banner,
cut with deckled
scissors this time.

The topper is matted onto black card before
mounting, and the holly border at the side is the edge
cut from the découpage sheet when making the
larger card.

Greetings Card Box: This pretty box can be used to
store all of the items until you are ready to use them,
and/or to give with the larger card, as it’s a perfect 
fit for that too. If you are giving the large card in the
box, why not add the découpage layers onto it first.

Fold the box and lid, (no glue or tape required, in-
structions available). Matt layer 1 of the teddy/snow-
man découpage onto black card and cut around.

Stick the panel onto the lid
and make wording pan-
els, a bit larger than
usual so they stand 
out on the large box. 

Make a few more
cards using the leftover
images, then place all
the little envelopes etc.
into the box and store
them until required. 
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Noel Stitches
By Cynthia Ashley
STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: AF14SM03 14 Count 
Ecru Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 43 x Depth 39.

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-01 Mixed
Lines and XL094U-01 Candles and Holly.

Gold Thread: MEM03 Madeira Metallic.

Felt Tip Pens - Red and Green.

Stranded Cotton: See Chart Below 
(or use any Christmas red and green).

Card Mount: AP53U-46 Hammer Cream.

817 Red 47 511
699 Green 245 1303

DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA

Stitch the design using the chart and dia-
gram for the colours and positioning. Use
two strands for the cross stitch and one
strand for the backstitch.

Press the work lightly then mount into the
aperture. I have chosen this cream card as it
matched the colour of the aida fabric well.

Place a small holly motif into each corner and
colour them in using promarkers or pens of your
choice. Use a knife and ruler to cut across four rows
of sticker borders while they are still on the backing
sheet to get them all exactly the same length, mine

are 62mm long. 

Centre each border strip between 
the holly corners placing them about
3mm in from the edge of the aperture
on each side.



Patchwork Holly
By Angela James
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Mirri Paper: MIR02PA4 Silver or MIR01PA4 Gold.

Creative Value Hemp: HEM01CA5 White or
HEM02CA5 Cream.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL759U-02 Letters or 
XL752U-01 Wording.

Dark Blue or Green Fabric or Felt.

Jingle Bells: CHA1488 Silver or CHA08 Assorted
Colours (not silver).

Scrap Envelopes With Patterns Inside.

Stapler and Silver or Green Staples.

Card Mount: SF06V-66 Value Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Cut a piece of mirri to 140mm x 140mm and stick
centrally onto the card front. Cut 45mm squares from
two different envelopes that look good together mak-
ing four squares of each. Stick these onto the mirri
panel, leaving a gap of 1mm between each one as
well as around the edge. The middle is left blank 
as it will be covered by the design.

I used a Sizzix die to cut the holly leaves, if you
don’t have one, or something similar, use the diagram
to cut your own. 

The main card uses a dark blue fabric for the holly
(you could cut up an old pair of jeans). I backed this

with fusible interfacing before cutting to prevent fray-
ing. The veins are made from staples, use three down
the centre of each leaf, you could stitch with metallic
thread (MEM04) if you prefer. The red/green version
uses felt, which works just as well and doesn’t fray,
for this version I’ve used green staples. 

Cut a panel of hemp card to 57mm square, stick to
mirri paper and trim to leave a 2mm border. Stick the
leaves in
place
then
stitch
through
the panels
to add the
bells below them. 

Instead of just throwing away all those envelopes
that come through the door, take a look at the inside.
Many have patterns printed on them, and they can
make very useful, free background papers.

Stick the panel onto the
centre of the card, and add 
the wording to finish.

As you can see, other col-
ours that you find can be used
with the same idea, and not
just for Christmas. 

Left: This card uses red and
black envelopes and makes 
a great birthday card, the cen-
tre of the cogs have a brad 
put through them before the
white/black panel is mounted
onto red and black card.



Monocolour Trees
By Lesley Ansell
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Black Mirri Card: MIR10CA4.

Creative Card: CRC110P Grey Words.

Black Embroidery Thread.

Card Mount: SF08U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Worked 
2nd

Worked 
3rd

Worked 
5th

Worked 
7th

Worked 1st

Worked 
4th

Worked 
6th

Worked 
8th

Worked 
9th

Worked 
10th

Worked 
11th

Worked 
12th

Worked 
13th

28
27 27a

26 26a
25 25a

24 24a
23 23a

22 22a
21 21a20 20a

19 19a
18 18a

17 17a
16 16a

15 15a14 14a13 13a
12 12a

11 11a
10 10a

9 9a
8 8a

7 7a

6

A

B

C

D

E

F
G

5 4 3 2 1
Enlarged Diagram

Above: This version uses just one
tree, the background is made from
panels of black and silver glitter-
board, and the tree is stitched in
silver to keep the colours simple.

Alignment Corner

Actual Size

Cut a piece of creative card to 90mm x
200mm, with the “Happy Christmas” wording
below the tree area and central as shown.

Trace the tree diagram and the alignment
corner. Position this over the word panel lin-
ing up on the right edge, hold in place with 
a little low tack tape. Place on a pricking
mat and prick through each hole. 

Move the tracing to the left, the bot-
tom right hand hole should be posi-
tioned over the bottom left hand hole
already pricked on the panel, as both
trees will share this hole. Make sure
the alignment mark is neatly along
the bottom edge of the panel and
prick through all the holes once
again. Repeat twice more.

Use two strands of thread to stitch the trees, and
refer to the enlarged diagram below. Begin with

the trunk, bring needle up at 1, securing it with
tape on the back before taking it back down at

‘A’. Come back up at 2 and down at ‘A’. Work
across to hole 6 in the same way. 

For the tree, bring the needle 
up at 7 and down at ‘A’, then up 
at 8, 9 & 10 in turn going down at
‘A’ each time. Repeat on the other
side from 7a to 10a, going down at
‘A’ for each stitch as before. 

Continue to work each pair right
up to the top point in the order
shown. Note that the top holes in
each section are used twice.

Stick the stitched panel to the
black mirri card and trim to leave 
a 3mm border all around. Stick to
the front of the card to complete.



Autumn Butterflies
By Debbie Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Card:
STD03CA5 Opal and STD05CA5 Copper.

Double Ended Cream Stamen.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL092U-24 Leaves.

Card Mount: SF03M-75 Stardream Opal.

Actual Size

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the butterfly pattern pieces from the diagram
then transfer to the opal or copper card as shown.
Fold the stamen in half and fix to the underside of the
butterfly body at the rounded end.

Sticky fix the opal wings onto the copper piece,
then using the photo as a guide, add the large leaves
to the wings. Sticky fix the body on top and add a
row of five small leaves along the top half as shown.

Sticky fix the butterfly onto the card using the
photo as a guide. Make branches from the waste in-
side the large leaves and add small leaves as shown. 

With the leftovers it’s possible to make a little
flower card too. Cut five of each size petal and one
stem. Sticky fix the petals and stem onto the card in
the positions shown, then add the smaller petals
using sticky fixers between each layer. Finish by
adding leaves on the petals and leaves. Make a little
leaf and waste butterfly just above the flower.



Christmas Cheer
By Sue Dyke
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR065P Snowflakes on Dark Blue.

Card: REG02A4 White (any white card will do).

White Tags: TAG01C-52. 

White Cotton.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL695U-02 Happy Christmas,
ZL802U-42, Snowflake Borders and ZL713U-82
Lots of Dots.

Card Mount: SF06U-45 Creative Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cover the front of the card with Christmas paper,
sticking it down firmly. If you are making a number of
these, you may prefer to transfer the shape to a piece
of scrap card, then use this as a template.

Use any pretty Christmas paper to make these cups
of Christmas cheer look fabulously festive. Add a tag
with a Christmas message and snowflake borders or a
few peel-offs for extra detail.

Actual Size

Insert

Cup

Place the template (or a tracing of the cup) onto
the back panel of the card, with the top of the cup
along the fold line. 

Draw around the cup if you have the template,
(transfer the lines if not). Cut out with the card
folded, going through both panels and removing

the piece inside the handle.

Stick a snowflake border onto white
card and cut out 1mm or so from the
edges of the border. Stick onto the cup 
in the position shown, with the end 
close to the handle. Trim the left end of
the border to the side of the cup.
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VARIATIONS:

Add another piece of snowflake border to one side
of a small tag, and stick the wording alongside it. 

Thread a needle with white cotton, open the 
card and about 10mm from the handle end, push 
the needle through the fold from the inside. Bring the
needle through the hole in the tag and back through
the fold from the front, pulling it through so it hangs
down in about the position shown. Tape the ends of
the thread on the inside of the card.

Add a glitter dot, or a dab of glitter glue onto the
centre of any snowflakes on the background paper 
to give it a bit of sparkle. 

To make an insert, first trace the insert shape, 
then fold a piece of paper and align the top of the
tracing on the fold. Transfer the line and cut out going
through both layers. Fix the insert into the cup with a
line of glue or tape along the back next to the fold.

The borders cup (below) from the same
range of papers (SR277P), looks pretty

with a poinsettia from the previous
paper layered over the handle.

Pale holly paper (SR275P) 
also makes a pretty cup, with 

glitter borders (ZL608U-55 &
ZL729U-54). The matching tag is

stuck in place.

The fabulous Christmas paper (above)
has such pretty holly, snowflakes and

swirls (SR322P), that I could not resist 
giving it a try too. The card is gold Centura

folded inside out (SF06C-101) and the tag is
tied around the top of the handle with gold thread
then stuck into place on the card.

As you can see I made quite a few cups, well every
paper I tried seemed to work so nicely. 

All the cups are cut from
the diagram, except for the
grey one (previous page) and
pale blue snowflake cup (on
this page), which are actually
cut from a SF11 size card, by
scaling the diagram up. The
borders I wanted to use fitted
better onto this large size cup. 

The small pale blue card
(SR066P) has no borders, 
instead I’ve scattered glitter
snowflakes (ZL493U-82) into the
gaps between the printed ones. 

The poinsettia pattern (SR273P)
has the look of a printed china cup,
the only addition is gem dots on the
centre of the large flowers and
plain dots on the small ones.



Santa’s Sleigh
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Hammer Card: CEM01A5.

Gold Mirri Card: MIR01CA5.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-08 and -05
Lines, XL768U-08 Corners, XL697U-
08 & XL442U-01 Snowflakes, ZL615U-
55 Medallions and ZL708U-55 Bows. 

Gems: GEM73 4mm Green
and GEM77 4mm Clear.

Pipe Cleaner:
PIP12 White and Jingle Bell: TRM20.

Card Mount:
DEC1C-108 Centura Pearl Green.

TO MAKE THE CARD: the ski. Place two more in the same way, positioning
them 8mm from the uprights. Do the rest of the deco-
ration later, after the sleigh is in place.

Trace the sleigh outline from the actual size photo
on the next page, transfer to white hammer card and
cut out. Add the pipe cleaner beginning at the front
curl. Fold the end to the back then curve the pipe
cleaner around the top edge of the sleigh, sticking or
stitching it in place. Fold the excess to the back then
stick both ends to the back of the sleigh.

Make the presents and a candy cane from mirri
card, following the diagrams for sizes and decoration.
Cut the lids separately and sticky fix one onto each
gift, decorate using green stickers. The tiny wording
for the tags is printed off on a computer then trimmed
to the tag shape, add these as you go along. 

Place, not stick, the sleigh onto the card, with the
bottom edge on the supports and use it as a guide 
to positioning the presents on the card. For each
present, use sticky fixers at the top and let the lower
edges drop against the card to reduce the bulk.

After placing the gifts, begin sticking those at the
top of the pile onto the card with fixer pads as men-
tioned above. Remove the sleigh once the first row is
in place, but re-check as you go to make sure the

rest of the presents are still nicely placed.

Decorate the sleigh as shown with
gems and stickers, some of which are
waste pieces from the medallion sheet.

Slip a piece of gold thread or white
cotton through the bell loop and stick
the thread ends to the back of the 

sleigh to hold the bell in place. 

Fold the card and place with the fold along the top,
then work the skis for the sleigh directly onto the
front panel. Each ski needs to be nice and straight,
do this by eye or lay a ruler across the card for each
ski in turn and place the sticker along it.

Cut a piece of wide white border sticker to 154mm
long, and stick it in place 5mm from the bottom and
15mm from the left edge of the card.

Cut another piece of the same border to 158mm
long. Align the left edge with the first strip and leaving
a 3-4mm gap between them, stick it in place.

Cut two pieces of the border to 15mm long and
stick them upright along the top ski on the card, with
the first 50mm from the left edge (of the ski) and the

next 50mm along from that one. 

Using the large curly corner stick-
ers, place one in between the two

supports, with the
flat edge along 
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REINDEER CARD:

Actual Size

Actual Size

If you enjoyed making the sleigh card, you may want to make
Rudolph too. Extra Items needed are, CNT134CA5, GEM16,
GEM65, GEM80, XL697U-01, XL713U-01, DEC1C-110, some
white lace trim, a snippet of gold ribbon
and a gold ink pad.

Trace the deer and white 
embossing lines. Transfer the
outline to the chocolate card 
and cut it out.

Place the tracing over 
the cut image and use an em-
bossing tool to emboss over the
white lines, this adds just enough
detail to give some definition 
and shape.

Add a little gold to the hooves using a sponge
dauber and a

gold ink pad. Use
a very light dusting

of the gold on the
underbelly, throat,

legs and tail using 
the photo as a guide.

Add a little gold glit-
ter to the antlers

and edge of 
the back and
rump but not 

to the tail.

Once the glitter
is dry, add the
sticker dots along
the back and down
the rump using the
photo as a guide.

Add the gems, using iridescent for 
the antlers, gold for the eye and a large
red one for the nose. Thread the bell
onto gold ribbon and fasten around the
neck. Sticky fix the reindeer in place on
the card.

Cut two corners from brown pearl
card; size isn’t important, just make
them look nice. Add a strip of lace 
behind the slanted edge of each corner
and sticky fix onto the card. Add a 
gold snowflake sticker to each corner
then add small iridescent gems to the
centre and spokes of each flake. Scatter
gems and sticker snowflakes over the
background and corners as shown.

Sticky fix the sleigh in place using stacks of two large pads
(ADH05) for depth where it sits on the card, allowing the top to

rest on the presents without fixers or glue. Place it as shown
with the bottom edge along the top of the curly borders

and struts, adding little curls from waste pieces on
the corner sheet for it to rest onto.

Finish the skis, using more curls to make
the brackets at the bottom

of the struts.

The curves at the ends of the skis are
made from the same curls,

placed overlapping 
each other (see photo
below). Work the top
(back) ski-curve first
so the front curve

pieces overlay them. 

Add a selection of
snowflakes randomly over 

the whole background to finish.



On The Edge
By Wendy Kilbourn
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR298P Red Weave, SR297P Brown
Weave, SR292P Red Tartan, SR276P Christmas Borders
Cream and SR280P Vine & Flowers Cream.

Stardream Pearl Paper: STD31PA5 Onyx.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL753U-01 Christmas Mix Words.

Glitter Glue: STK021 Frosted Lace.

15mm Round Paper Punch: PPW530.

Card Mount: SF01U-30 Creative Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the reindeer outline going around the
hand on the left side as well, then trace all except
the cream pieces. Transfer the outline to the front

panel of the card and
carefully cut it out.
The straight sides

do not need 
cutting, they 
are just there for

alignment on the card.

With the card folded, trace
around your cut reindeer onto the

inside back panel (except for 
the straight sides). 

Cut the top of the back
panel to shape, trimming
a couple of millimetres
inside the lines, to ensure
the white card does 
not show around the
coloured reindeer when
the card is closed.

Cut a strip of the cream bor-
der paper 112mm deep x 152mm
wide. Stick this to the front of the
card to make the jumper, aligning
with the bottom edge and fold of
the card, then trim away the ex-
cess paper at the shoulders and
the right hand side.

Trace the antlers, including the
tabs going into the head, transfer

to the back of the cream vine paper along
with both full ears (you don’t need to trace
the middle ear sections this time). 

Cut all of these cream pieces out, making
them a little oversize to trim after sticking in
place for a perfect fit.

My sweater loving reindeer is clothed in creative papers,
with tartan trousers that allow him to dangle his legs over
the edge of a shelf and even swing them in the breeze.
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Actual Size

Stick the cream pieces onto the card reindeer
and trim them to the card edges.

Transfer all the other shapes to the relevant
colour papers and carefully cut them out. The
eyebrows could be cut freehand, or traced 
if you prefer, and the eyes can be made
using a 15mm hole punch. 

Cover the cream ears with the
brown ones to leave the cream show-
ing at the centres, then add the head.

Add the glitter to the eyes and nose before
putting them on the card, as it gives them a 
little time to dry and it is easier to correct any
mistakes that way. If you want brighter eyes,
punch tiny white dots instead of using glitter.

Add the peel-off wording to the banner
then stick it in place as you add the hands.
Add all the facial features once the glitter
is dry, positioning them as shown.

Cut a 25mm strip from the
whole width of the red 
tartan paper, then cut 
another, matching the
pattern of the first 
one (you will need 
to cut about 12mm
from the sheet to
get the pattern
match). 

With the coloured
side up, fold the end
of one strip over 
at 25mm. Zig-zag
fold the whole strip,
keeping it very neat
and precise and
firmly pressing the
folds to make them
sharp. The end
piece will be slightly
longer and will be
used to fix the leg to
the card. Cover the
coloured side of this
long square with
double sided tape, leaving the backing
on for now. 

Before folding the other strip, turn it
so it is the reverse of the first leg, i.e.
both legs should have the darker edge
of the pattern to the outside, or both to
the inside. Fold and tape the leg in the
same way as the first leg. Add a foot to the bottom of
each leg, sticking them onto the front of the paper
about 5mm below the bottom fold.

Open the card, and make light pencil marks on 
the back of the front panel, the first 35mm in from 
the fold and the next 35mm in from the left edge. 

Stick the legs in place on the back of the front
panel, each with the top zig-zag fold line along the
bottom edge of the card, and with the outside edge
of the leg on the pencil mark. Align them carefully so
they hang down nice and straight.

Fold the legs neatly up onto the front of the card 
to fit it into the envelope.



Barbara Parker
Designer Profile
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into shops with a working light inside, and filled the
eggs with approximately forty bears, some of the tiny
ones were less than a
¼” high. 

This led me on 
to making tiny room-
boxes which I have 
to say were so much
easier to work with,
each room actually
had straight walls and
right angles. The egg
is a very challenging
shape to work with,

I just simply cannot imagine
my life without ‘craft’, my 
very first hobby interest was
dollhouse miniatures just
over forty years ago - has it
really been that long? Good-
ness me! 

In the early 90s I began 
exhibiting at the Birmingham
N.E.C., which then spanned
over sixteen years, making all

sorts of miniature bits and
pieces for collectors to put
in their own dollhouses.

At the same time, I 
was making decorated 
eggs, starting by putting 
figurines and flowers in
them, but as I progressed
this changed and I began
filling them with tiny bears,
which I made myself from
Fimo modelling clay. I
turned the goose eggs
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especially the inside, not for the novice I must say.
One of the houses I made is home to a family of the
most exquisite 1:12th scale dressed bears.

I also love cross-stitch, although I have not done
any for a while, and because of my overwhelming
passion for all things teddy bear related, my pictures,
you’ve guessed it, are all bears. 

In the last ten years I have been bitten by the 
bug of card making, my husband says I have so
much stuff I could
open a shop. 
I love entering the
Craft Creations
competitions and
have been fortu-
nate enough to
have won on
more than one oc-
casion, it is such
a wonderful feel-
ing to know that
someone thinks
your work is good

enough to be picked as a winner 
   and I love sharing my creations,
which is what it is all about, to
bring pleasure to everyone’s
crafty life. 

My real passion in card 
making is découpage, I mean
the real thing not die-cut, but

traditional
découpage. 
I hear a lot of
people say if
there are fid-
dly bits they
cut them off.
Not me, for
that is part
of the at-
traction, ‘fiddly’ is my middle
name, I love it!

Another great craze of mine is
using the pricking stencils that are
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available, and sewing the design with beads. They
make such beautiful cards and look so much more
complicated than they actually are.

This card with the teapot, milk jug and sugar 
bowl on a tray was made using bits of one of those
plastic tablecloths you can buy,
as I have so many of them 
left over from the dollhouse
show. I just knew I would
find another use for them
one day, and the con-
trast between the
tablecloth and 
the kraft card 
I used gives it 
a lovely rustic
farmhouse
look.

Sometimes
I cut the base
card from a
selection of
Spellbinder
dies. I do so
love doing 

this as it can give you an unusual shaped card with a
more intricate edge than 
you would be able 
to buy from 

a shop. 

I love also to use corner dies, they 
finish a card off beautifully and give the
whole thing such a professional look. 
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Several of these cards feature rubber stamped 
images. I usually stamp onto a piece of plain card
and emboss with clear embossing powder, then
colour in with alcohol pens. Sometimes I stamp on
coloured card, as I have for the butterflies on the
scalloped circle card (see the previous page), the 
butterflies are also embossed. I love the contrast of
the gold with the red and blue.

I particularly like the flowers on this pale yellow 
lattice card. These were stamped onto parchment
and embossed with a sparkle glitter powder, the
white half pearls make perfect centres for them. I
coloured the parchment with oil pastels on the back
and blended with the aid of white spirit. This is so
easy to do, the effect is seamless and the colours are
very pretty. It is also so much cheaper to use ordinary
parchment instead of buying the coloured sheets. 

My only one regret is that I wish my mum were still
alive to share this hobby with me, as we shared the
dollhouse hobby and attended shows together. She
was very artistic in that she could draw and paint,
and between us I think we would have been a formi-
dable team.

I do hope, fellow card makers out there, that you
like my cards and if I have inspired you in any small
way, I feel that all my effort and hard work have not
been in vain. Happy crafting, love from Barbara.



Smart Stitches
By Muriel Adderley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Hi-5 Pearl Card: HIF07CA4 Cryogen White.

Red Stranded Cotton.

Metallic Thread: MEM03 Gold.

Card Mounts: 2 x SF06C-101 Old Gold Centura
Pearl and 1 x SF06U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

1

2 3
4

6
5

789
10

11
12

Curved Point

Trim 2mm from the top or bottom edge of the white
card blank, then fold the card and trim 5mm from the
open edge, cutting through both layers. 

Place both gold cards face down and opened out,
one beside the other, with a 1mm gap between them.
Stick the trimmed white card blank over the two mid-
dle panels, with the score line over the 1mm gap and
centred top to bottom, to make the four panel card.

Cut four panels 94mm wide x 90mm deep from the
sheet of pearl white card. Trace the dot patterns from
each of the diagrams. Place each tracing in turn over
a white panel and pierce through all the holes. 

When stitching, use a little clear tape to secure the
thread ends on the back of the panel. For each panel,
work the gold background fronds first using one
strand of metallic thread. The letters are worked next
using one strand of red embroidery thread. 

Fronds (gold dots): All the stitching is worked in the
same way, starting at hole 1 on the curved end of
each frond (not all are marked, but enough to give
you the idea). Bring the needle up at hole 1 and down
at hole 5. Then up at hole 2 and down at 6, up at 3
and down at 7 etc. Continue in this way until you
reach the end of the frond. 

Note: All of the gold frond holes are used twice, 
except for a few at the start and end of each frond,
unless they share a hole with a red stitch, these

‘shared’ holes are shown in red with a brighter gold
outline on the diagram.

Where there is a very small bit of stem (as in the loop
of the letter ‘N’), you can stitch twice to give a thicker
line if desired.

Letters (red dots): The very curved points need a
different spacing to get a nice look, but the main
parts are worked with the same spacing as the gold,
so some adjustment is needed as you work. 

For the ‘N’, begin by bringing the needle up at hole 1
on one of the curved points. Take the needle back
down at 3. Come back up at 2 and down at 4, up at 3
and down at 5, up at 4 and
down at 6, up at 5 and down
at 7. Now lengthen the stitch
by coming up at 5 again and
down at 8 (hole 5 is used 
three times, see right). 

Continue with this spacing, up
at 6 and down at 9, up at 7
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and down at 10, up at 8, down at 11, up at 9, down
at 12, then lengthen by coming up at 9 once more
and down at 13. Continue with this regular spacing
until you reach a corner, then fasten off. Note: You
don’t have to use holes 5 & 9 to extend the stitches
on the curves, just do it where it seems natural.

Begin again at the same point as before (hole 1) 
and work around the other side of the curved 
point and into the straight in the
same way. But note that these outer
curves on the curls are less tight, so
start by coming up at 1, down at 4,
up at 2, down at 5, then you only
need to extend once as you work
into the straight part.

When working around the inner
loops (bottom right of the ‘N’ for in-
stance), you need instead to shorten

the stitches as you approach the curve. Do this by
starting a stitch one hole below where you should (on
the straight part), finish the stitch in the correct hole. 

As you come out of the curve and back into the
straight, extend the stitch back to the usual length,
by finishing the stitch one hole further up than you
should. This won’t show as the threads overlap so
thickly on the straight parts. 



White Angel
By Charlotte Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR317P Blue Snowflakes.

White Card: REG02A4 x 3 Sheets.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL697U-08 Snowflakes.

Tracing Paper and Carbon Paper.

Silver Thread: MEM02 and Silver Wire: AWR03.

Card Mount: SF12U-52 Popset White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cover the front of the card with snowflake paper,
placing the darker blue areas as shown to contrast
with the white of the angel. 

Trace the half-arch from the arch diagram. Align 
the tracing at the top and right edges of a sheet of
white A4 card and transfer the lines, extending the
side right down to the bottom of the sheet. 

Turn the tracing over, realign at the top left of the
A4 card and retrace. Carefully cut out the whole arch,
using a ruler for the straight sides, and stick it to the
front of the card.

Trace all the pieces from the angel diagram. Trans-
fer to the back of the white card and cut them out.
Using glue or double sided tape, assemble the angel
over the assembly diagram as described below. 

Start with the wings, keeping any glue or tape
away from the feathers where the wires will tuck in,
so that you can lift them a little for separation. Begin
at the top sticking pieces ‘5w’ and ‘6w’ together (if
you start with the lower pieces, they cover the dia-
gram and you can’t see where to place the upper
ones). Add ’4w’, ‘3w’ and ‘2w’ in turn before sticking
them all onto ‘1w’. 

Put the wings aside and work on the hair next,
again working highest to lowest ‘4h’ to ‘1h’, then put
this aside too.

Start the angel with the back arm ‘1a’, add the cuff
pieces in turn ‘2a’ then ‘3a’, then stick the hand ‘1hn’
behind the sleeve. Add the main body/dress piece
‘1d’, sticking it onto the sleeve where they overlap.

Add the assembled wings, sticking the tab onto
‘1d’. Tuck the lower edge of ‘1’w and ‘2w’ behind 
the dress at the bottom. Add the dress pieces ‘2d’
then ‘3d’ then the face ‘1f’. Add the front arm ‘4a’,
with cuffs ‘5a’ then ‘6a’ on top, then the hand ‘2hn’ 
tucked behind as shown. Add the hair (assembled
earlier) to complete the angel assembly. 

Trace the mobile and stick an 80mm length of
thread to the back of each ‘arm’. Insert the mobile
into the hand and over the sleeve of the angel as
shown and stick in place. 

Stick the angel onto the background in the position
shown. Cut the four mobile threads to different
lengths (mine are between 25mm and 65mm). Pull
the threads taut, making sure they are upright, then
stick in place with a dab of glue. Punch or cut the
stars from card, and stick them over the threads as
shown. Punch a moon about 37mm in diameter, 
then punch over it to make a crescent, or trace from
the diagram, then stick in place. 

Make wire scrolls to add to the wings, dip the
straight ends in glue and insert between the layers 
of feathers with the spirals flowing over the wing. 

Sprinkle a few white snowflakes from the angel’s
upper hand, taking them up around the moon.

The card can be made with sticky fixers in places
to add depth (then you may need to present it in a
box). Also slits can be cut into the peaks of the dress
and between the feathers so the sticky pads can
shape them nicely. 
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Sparkling New Year
By Jane Hennis
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Vanguard Card: VA034A5 Cobalt Blue.

Mirri Paper: MIR10PA5 Black.

Astralux Gloss Card: CH009A5 Black.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL321U-02 Letters, XL463U-02
Cross and XL705U-02 Happy.

Stickles Glitter Glue: STK024 Star Dust and
STK029 Cotton Candy.

Cocktail Sticks.

Black Marker or Stamp Pad.

Card Mount: SF06V-66 Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size
the second ring
so the lines don’t
touch, working to
the outer edge as
before. Add dots
in the spaces to-
ward the centre
where there is
enough space. In
some places, there may be too much blank sky, add
an extra row of dashes to fill them.

Make the banner from black mirri paper. Cut a
piece 30mm x 140mm and another 30mm x 50mm.
Stick these back to back, the smaller one centred on
the larger. Add the wording to the centre of the small
panel. Cover the white ends with double sided tape.
Cut the pointed end from a cocktail stick, cut two
30mm long pieces with flat ends. Colour the ends
black using the marker pen. 

Stick one piece to the left hand end of the white bit
of the banner and roll it up, keep rolling until it covers
the end of the black. Do the same to the other end to
complete the banner.

Stick to the card using a double stack of sticky 
fixers in the centre and glue or tape under the rolled
ends, which will give it a nice shape on the card.

Cover the front of the card blank with cobalt blue
card and trim neatly to the edges.

Trace the roofs and cut two of the church roof 
and one house roof from black astralux card. Use the
black marker to colour the white edges of the roofs
where the card has been cut.

Stick the house roof to the bottom right of the card
and neatly along the bottom edge. Stick the church
roof beside this, with the points almost touching and
add the silver cross just above the point. Sticky fix
the second church roof over the first to add depth.

Add a dot of stardust glitter glue about 50mm from
the top of the card and 60mm in from the right edge.
Use the cotton candy stickles and make ten little
dashed lines in a circle around this first dot, they
should be about 6mm long, see the 
actual size photo.

Still using the cotton candy, in 
line with the first ring of dashes 
and leaving a gap of about 3mm,
make another ring of dashes. 
Add another dash between 
each of them to make 20 lines 
in this ring. 

From each of these twenty
dashes, work a dashed line
radiating out to the edge of
the card or to the roof.

Use the star dust glitter
next to add a dashed line
between each of the pink
ones, begin just outside



Iris Folded Angel
By Susan Gill
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Centura Pearl Paper: CNT101PA4 Old Gold and
CNT110PA4 Snow White.

Stardream Pearl Paper: STD14PA5 Coral and
STD05PA5 Copper.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL780U-01 Loopy Borders,
XL632U-01 Narrow Borders, XL597U-01 Words,
XL814U-03 Letters (for mouth), XL713U-03 & -08
Dots (for eyes) and ZL726U-81 Star Corners.

Card Mount: DF01U-29 Creative Cover Dark Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Place the tracing paper over the diagram, mark the
bottom corners for aligning on the centre panel. Trace
the complete outline of the angel going around the
wings, and trace the head as well. Trace the line from
the bottom of the wing to the shoulder each side to
show the sides of the dress. 

Position the tracing on the back of the centre panel
of the card, aligning on the marks. Transfer the out-
line, including the lines for the sides of the dress and
the oval for the head, to the card.

Carefully cut out the angel, starting with her dress.
Use a knife and ruler to cut the straight sides right up
to the shoulders, then cut along the top and bottom
to remove just the dress and set aside for later. Next
carefully cut the wings and head from the panel.

Cut a few 25mm wide strips of the gold and snow
white paper, and just one length of copper, then fold
over about 5mm along the length on all the strips.

Place the card face down over the pattern on the
page and work the copper hair. Cut a 20mm piece off
the end of the strip and fold to a point to fit the seg-
ment marked 1. Place this piece face down over the
pattern and tape in place on the back of the card. 

Complete the rest of the segments by placing the
folded edge of the strip along the pattern lines, tap-
ing outside the aperture. Cover the whole head and
hair with a piece of the coral paper then remove the
card from the pattern.

Place a piece of clear plastic (a polypropylene 
bag works well) over the angel diagram and hold in
place with a little masking tape. Put the card back 
in place over the clear plastic. Using the gold
strips, place one, face down with the folded edge
along the segment line, covering segment 1, over-
lap the dress edge (on the pattern) by about 10mm

at both ends. Stick the ends in place with a little tape
(for the top few segments this will mean sticking 
the tape on the clear plastic in the wing area, rather
than on the panel). Do the same for segment 2, 
overlapping the previous strip by about 10mm at 
the crossover. Continue in the same way to strip 5. 

Place the dress, that was set aside earlier, over 
the work, aligning the dress within the aperture. Use
a piece of tape at the top of the dress only, making
the tape wide enough to hold it firmly in position, but
not overlapping at the sides. Lift the dress up out of
the way (hinged at the neck) then continue to work
the remaining dress segments. 

Place strips of double sided tape on the front of
the card dress (while it is still hinged up), from top to
bottom along each side and along the bottom curved
edge. Bring the dress back down over the strips, and
press into place. 

Carefully trim the taped ends of the top segment
strips to remove the whole work from the clear plas-
tic, but do not trim the paper to fit the card dress. 

Fold the strips at the top of the dress (where the
wings will be) to the back over the card shape, taping
in place on the back. 
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For each arm cut a strip of gold paper
100mm long x 30mm wide, fold both edges 
in to make 20mm wide strips then follow the
steps below for marking, folding and finishing.

Sleeve 1: Place one strip face down over the
diagram. The ends of the lines will show above
and below the paper, place a ruler over each
pair of line ends in turn and score (or lightly
mark ready to score once the sleeve is away
from the magazine). Mark the dark red line for
cutting. Repeat this step for Sleeve 2 using the
second diagram so everything is reversed.

Trim & Fold: For each sleeve, trim the end off
along the marked line then fold the 5mm end to
the back as shown.

Fold: Crease along the remaining scored lines,
folding away from you for the dashed lines and
towards you for the dot/dash lines. 

Cut the two hands from coral paper and stick
onto the chest as shown. From the front of the
card, slip the long end of each arm to the back
of the dress, one each side placing them so
they almost meet in the middle at the front. 
The top of each arm should be
in line with the shoulder.
Stick the cuffs in place
over the hands then turn
the card over and tape
in place on the back of
the dress.

Place the card over
the pattern once more
and work each wing in
turn using snow white
paper, begin at the top
segment with the fold
along the bottom edge
each time. Stick one end 
to the card and the other to
the back of the dress. 

Remove the design from the pat-
tern, check everything is in place and
firmly stick the back flap over the work.

Add a loopy border decoration to the cuffs
and along the bottom of the dress, and a
narrow border about 3mm in from the edge
of the wings, cutting this at the points to
help it lay nicely.

Add the details to the face using a
part of a ‘C’ for the mouth and black
and white dots for the eyes. The halo
is made by cutting the rim of a vase
from XL584U. 

Add the corner stickers and the
wording above the 
angel with three stars 
each side as shown.



Bauble Clusters
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: CP000G White/Gold.

Glitter Board: GB04A5 White.

Mirri Paper: MIR02PA5 Silver.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL458U-01 Happy Christmas,
XL195U-01 Baubles, XL834U-01 Christmas 
Borders and XL793U-01 Dotty Borders.

Fine Cord: BRD02 Gold.

Card Mount: SF01U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cover the inside back panel with white/gold paper.
Cut the front panel of the card to 63mm wide and run
strips of double sided tape on the back, one close to
the open edge and one close to the fold. 

Cut a clear acetate panel to 148mm x 203mm. Slip
it into the card aligning it with the outer edges of the
back panel then fold the front panel over it to stick.

Add a Christmas border to the white front panel
about 2mm from the acetate and a Happy Christmas
sticker along the bottom. Add a dotty border along
the clear panel where it meets the card.

Cut a strip of silver mirri to 7mm deep, then snip
off six 12mm lengths. Stick a bauble onto white glitter
board but with the neck and ring off the edge. Try 
not to touch the sticky bits while you cut out to the
sticker edge. Add one of the snipped mirri pieces 

to the back of the
neck then put 
the bauble to one
side, keeping it
sticky side up. Do
the same with the
other five baubles.

Choose two
baubles to go on
the back panel
and add sticky 
fixers to the back.
Stick one to the
panel, with the left
side 70mm from

the fold, and top of the ring about 15mm from the top
edge, make sure you keep the sticky top off the card. 

Slip an end of gold braid into the ring from the
back, loop it up and use a dab of glue to stick it to
the panel, pressing the sticker ring onto the card at
the same time. Trim the braid to the top of the panel
and add another dab of glue to hold it in place. Do
the same with the lower bauble placing it 2mm from
the open side and 8mm from the bottom, add tiny
dabs of glue along the length of the braid, keeping
it straight and parallel.

Add double sided tape to the back of the last four
baubles. Close the card and, on the clear front panel,
add two more baubles, as these are stuck flat it is
best to loop the thread through the ring of the bauble
before sticking. Position the lower bauble about
45mm from the bottom of the acetate and 2mm from
the gold border, and the higher one about 45mm 
from the top and 3mm from the right edge. Open the
card and use the last two baubles to cover the backs
of these neatly, so the inside looks good too.

Left: This design is made using the new ‘Fabulous
Christmas’ creative card (CRC322P). I’ve given it two
folds and added the acetate at the first fold. The
baubles are glitter red with glitter gold dotty chains.

The use of clear acetate adds depth and separa-
tion to the baubles, so you can ‘cluster’ them more
than you could on a flat card.
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Left: 
Margaret Green,
Nottinghamshire.
Handmade paper
is layered over the
bottom of two fir
trees. This simple
and pretty wintery
card is finished 
off with glitter and
star shapes.

Right: 
Isobel Paton, 
West Lothian.
A patchwork
folded Christmas
tree made from 
festive fabric, 
set in a shaped
aperture. Finished
with peel-off
stickers including
wording, borders
and pictures.

Below: Shirley Perry, Essex.
This card is carefully 
cut to create an arched 
window shape, while the 
découpage is layered over
scrapbook paper and
placed behind acetate to
make a Christmas scene.

Below: Irene Heseltine, 
Midlothian.
I have used part of a dé-
coupage sheet for the main
image, mounted flat onto
the card and brightened up
with glitter on the back-
ground as well as glitter
peel-off sticker shapes.

Above: 
Kate Gannon, 
Portugal.
This design features a selection
of peel-off stickers cut and 
regrouped to form a bunch of
flowers on the left hand side 
of the card. The basket is made
from printed paper lined with
peel-off stickers, which are also
used to create a shelf. The 
white space is punctuated by 
little butterfly peel-offs.

Right: Glenys
Lowe, Yorkshire.
The Iris folding 
on this Christmas 
tree is done with
ribbon instead of
paper and the
aperture is cut in a silver panel, mounted onto the
red card. The decorations are peel-off stickers.

Above: Pam Finden, Hampshire.
I have made a ‘squeeze’ style card, by cut-
ting an aperture into a piece of pearl paper
using a die. The bears are layered behind
the frame and the outside is decorated with
peel-off stickers.
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Above: Iris Stanford, 
Wrexham.
The subtle colours of the teddy
découpage are beautifully 
complemented by the warm 
red of the background papers
and contrasted by the black
panels, making the image really
stand out. Glitter has been
added to the découpage to 
create extra sparkle.

Above: Jo Faulkner, Leicester.
Cut from a sheet of stardream
card, the aperture is made using
a shaped die. The découpage 
is worked behind the aperture
and covered with acetate, while
the front of the card is deco-
rated with die-cut glitter leaves
and peel-off stickers.

Left: 
Cath Foster, 
Suffolk.
I made this fabric
based découpage 
design by cutting 
out the cloth shapes
and layering them
onto acetate using
double-sided back-
ing material. The dé-
coupage is layered up
with sticky fixers for
depth, and completed
with peel-off sticker
details and red and
gold borders.

Right:
Doris Thorne, 
London.
The two spirelli worked
panels make pretty
frames for the candle
peel-off stickers. These
are balanced with the
words and snowflake
stickers.

Left: Patricia Terry, 
Worcestershire.
This card uses the
pretty wintery, ice
maiden toppers. In
keeping with the
colours, I have used
a posy of pale pur-
ple flowers and grey
scroll paper. The
corner of the paper
is rolled up to reveal
the greeting and a
little bit of border,
both made from
peel-off stickers. 

Below: Joan Marshall, Devon.
This Victorian styled couple in a
cross-stitched design, set the colour
scheme for the card in browns, reds
and greens. The front of the card is
decorated with creative borders and a
selection of peel-off stickers.

Left: Kate Hinson, 
Nottinghamshire. 
A pyramid découpage
panel design, on a
twisted easel card,
with all the elements

matching the main
design in a very

smart way. The
picture is
covered

with a layer
of acetate, dotted

with snowy white spots
and silver glitter scrolls.
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Below: Beryl Bradbrook, Lincs.
Perfect for Easter, this card uses
squares of colour to create a
friendly and consistent design.
The centre panel is rubber
stamped and coloured in pretty
pastel colours. Holographic
stickers finish the card.

Left: Pauline Dawson,
Hampshire.
This sparkly tree design with delicate
branches and a solid pot, is rubber
stamped and glitter embossed. The
pink sponging on the white background
looks good with the red bow and the
matching red backing panel.

Below: 
Dawn French, North Yorkshire.
A sparkly design, using die-cut daisies and
swirls of shiny wool to bridge the gap between
the panels that are embossed with the same
daisy type flowers. The card has a matching
pale purple colour stamped onto the front.

Left: Claudie Wilson,
France.
With a printed image inside
the aperture, this elegant
card has a warm gold and
cream colour scheme and 
a distinctly French twist.

Right: Liz Futter, 
Lincolnshire.
This pretty, shaped bauble
is worked into a hand cut
aperture and uses a combi-
nation of purple creative
papers for the layers. The
silver in the centre of 
the bauble is echoed by 
the silver peel-offs used 
to decorate the front.

Above: 
Judy Porter, 
North Yorkshire.
This minimalistic de-
sign is worked in pale
blues and white mak-
ing a pretty, frosty card.
Glittered trees cover
the front of the card
beside a fluffy pin-
wheel with a blue
snowflake on top. The
translucent paper adds
an interesting texture
and creates some 
distinction between
the card and the white 
glitter Christmas trees.

Above: 
Gloria Warner,
Hertfordshire.
An old Christmas tie on the front
of this card makes for a truly un-
usual festive design.
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